
Days Three through Seven Weather Hazards

As the low moves into east Texas on Friday, winds will increase in the western Gulf, becoming fresh by Saturday morning. As the 
low moves eastward, its cold front will move off the coast later on Saturday, shifting winds to northwesterly at moderate to fresh 
speeds as it passes.  By Sunday morning the front will have cleared all but southeastern parts of the region. Winds will be out of a 
northerly direction at moderate speeds in most areas, with moderate seas. High pressure moving out over the Gulf behind the front 
will keep northerly winds in most areas through Tuesday. Precipitation chances will be highest along and ahead of Saturday's cold 
front. 
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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

A cold front is moving slowly southward across the Gulf today. Winds ahead of the front are northerly in eastern sections, westerly 
in the north central Gulf, and light and variable in the west. As the front passes, winds will become northerly, with speeds increasing 
to fresh to strong. Seas are forecast to increase with the frontal passage but should stay moderate.  High pressure moving out into 
the Gulf behind the front will keep winds out of a northerly direction into Thursday.  The high will be shifting to the east and by 
Friday morning, the circulation around the high will have southeasterly winds in the west, easterly winds in central sections, and 
northeasterly winds in the east.  Seas will have decreased to slight by that time.  Later on Friday, low pressure will move into east 
Texas, and winds over the western Gulf will increase as a consequence. 
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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